**TASKalfa 3500i/4500i/5500i**

**MONOCHROME MULTIFUNCTIONALS FOR A3 FORMAT**

The TASKalfa 3500i/4500i/5500i corporate extremely durable components that guarantee efficient and reliable operation to meet the demanding requirements of busy office environments. The TASKalfa 3500i/4500i/5500i provide effective productivity and maximum flexibility whilst ensuring minimum impact on the environment.

**General**

**Features:**
- Ultraslim font, half 8-dot/mm x 8-dot/mm
- Support for PS3 / PPD
- 3500i: approx. 5.9 m/s, 6500i: approx. 5.8 m/s, 5500i: approx. 5.8 m/s
- Maximum A3 output: 55/27 ppm
- A4 output: 45/21 ppm

**Dimensions:**
- Main unit: 668 x 767 x 747 mm
- Weight: approx. 330 kg
- Power source: 220-240 V, 50/60 Hz

**Input capacity:**
- Standard: 500 sheets A4, 200 r.p.m.
- Sub tray: 200 sheets A4, 100 sheets A3, 60–163 g/m²
- Main tray: 4,000 sheets A4 (3,000 sheets with attachment 1,000 sheets)

**Output capacity:**
- Main tray: 2,000 sheets A4, 500 sheets A3, 50–220 g/m²
- Sub tray: 200 sheets A4, 60–220 g/m²

** Darkness adjustment:**
- Text, photo, text + photo, optimized

**Options:**
- Fax system (V)
- Internet Fax Kit (X)
- Document processor (Printing Document processor): 100 sheets, 45–150 g/m², A4, A3
- Duplex function kit (V)
- Printer function kit (V)
- Staple Cartridge (V)
- Optional CompactFlash® card, slot for optional Fax System

**Memory:**
- Standard: 12 MB, max. 120 MB
- Optional: MDDR200-1GB

**Consumables:**
- TK-6305 Toner-Kit
- IB-50: Optional interface
- M128000: USB IC Card Reader

**Fonts / barcodes:**
- Includes standard fonts / barcodes: standard fonts, 2D barcodes, 1D barcodes

**Resolution:**
- Standard: 600 dpi, max. 1,200 dpi

**Environment:**
- RoHS compatibility
- and ISO 14001 environmental standard.

**European Compliant:**
- Misc. European: GS, TÜV, CE

**Your KYOCERA Business Partner:**

KYOCERA Document Solutions Europe B.V. – Branch Office Germany – Otto-Hahn-Straße 12 – 40470 Meerbusch – Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 2159 928-500 – Fax: +49 (0) 2159 918-100
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.eu – info@deu.kyocera.com


*KYOCERA Document Solutions does not warrant that any specifications mentioned will be error-free. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Information is correct at time of going to press. All other brand and product names may be registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners and are hereby acknowledged.*
NEED A HIGHLY RELIABLE DEVICE TO HANDLE YOUR HIGH-QUALITY DOCUMENT OUTPUT?

For those that need their monochrome document management to be of the highest quality, as well as fast and highly efficient, KYOCERA have built the new TASKalfa series of multifunctionals. These exceptionally reliable devices have been designed to provide productive, high-quality monochrome document output whilst keeping the down-time to an absolute minimum.

As with all TASKalfa multifunctionals, these high-performance devices have been created to handle a wide range of functionalities, quickly and efficiently. For example, fast b/w printing at up to 55 pages of A4 per minute, and with the optional 175-sheet, one-path duplex document processor, up to 160 ipm scanning speed. Together with high-capacity finishing solutions and a standard high-capacity paper supply, you can have uninterrupted productivity for high-volume workloads. Even greater efficiency comes from individually selectable paper cassettes for capacities of up to 7,150 sheets, allowing you to cater for even higher volume printing when you need it. There is also the capability of working with unusual paper qualities up to 300 g/m² or formats of up to 304.8 x 457.2 mm. Take your piece from a range of finishing options for that professional finishing touch we’re sure you’ll appreciate.

An easy-to-use, full-colour touch panel offers fast and simple access to a wide range of document management functions. And with enhanced security functions, these new KYOCERA TASKalfa 3500i/4500i/5500i multifunctionals will satisfy even the most stringent security expectations. Here is a range of multifunctionals, engineered with KYOCERA’s renowned long-life component technology, to make certain you always get the best possible economy, virtually no downtime and the highest levels of reliability throughout the life of the device.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS:

- Up to 55 pages per minute in A4 format
- Standard network printing and colour scanning
- 1 GB RAM and big storage capacity of 160 GB HDD
- Expandable fax functions – dual fax, network fax and internet fax
- Optional 175-sheet, one-path duplex document processor, giving up to 160 ipm network scanning speeds
- Individual paper handling options including booklet and tri-folding
- Paper capacity, expandable up to 7,150 sheets
- Security-oriented*: Data Security Kit, Copy Guard Kit, support for ID card authentication integrated and multiple card technologies
- Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability

*Optional

WANT TO HANDLE ALL YOUR DOCUMENT OUTPUT IN THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY?

Created to supply fast, high-quality monochrome document output, even large quantities when necessary, the new KYOCERA TASKalfa multifunctionals ensure all of your professional business communications are given top priority. Regardless of whether you need to print, copy or scan, these high-speed and easy-to-use devices handle all your projects quickly and professionally. As an option, there are multiple fax functionalities, which increase the total communications credentials of these devices. These TASKalfa provide exceptionally high print quality. Together with the newly improved toner, the new image processing engine generates outstandingly brilliant contrast for high level reproduction. With multi-bit technology 9,600 dpi equivalent x 600 dpi resolution as standard, you can expect your printed output to have superb clarity and exceptional gradation.
NEED GREAT FUNCTIONALITY THAT INCREASES YOUR PRODUCTIVITY?

These TASKalfa multifunctional devices bring the complete range of functionality you’ll ever need for fast document management. You’ll find all printing, copying, scanning and faxing functions are quickly and easily available using the large user-friendly, touch panel with its intuitive structure. Intelligent technology and software assures that regardless of how you organise your office, it will be faster and considerably more efficient with one of the new devices.

WANT FUNCTIONALITY THAT MATCHES YOUR PROFESSIONAL OFFICE REQUIREMENTS?

Exceptionally fast and highly functional, the new TASKalfa multifunctionals offer high-speed support when you need to change your paper documents into digital files. With a spectacular A4 scanning speed of up to 160 ipm in b/w, and 80 ipm in colour, at a resolution of 300 dpi, you’ll find your project gets done at both maximum quality and maximum speed.

This optional document processor scans double-sided originals in a single step, so that you don’t waste time. Factor in processing options, such as colour scanning to a server, scanning direct to e-mail, and scanning to USB, provide even greater flexibility for your business processes. With a choice of the most commonly used formats such as PDF, JPEG, TIFF or XPS, as well as the optional fax functionality, these multifunctional devices make professional business communications as simple as possible.

And when you need more copies of a standard company document, you can access the stored documents on the TASKalfa HDD and print the extra copies you need of the document you choose. All without generating any extra data traffic on the company network. And with all controls easily accessible on the colour, wide-screen touch panel, producing high-quality document output has never been this simple.

LOOKING FOR SECURITY THAT KEEPS YOUR SENSITIVE OUTPUT CONFIDENTIAL?

The need for total data protection has never been greater than today. KYOCERA offers the option of using your company ID cards for fast user authentication at the device. This highly efficient security option allows users the freedom to pick up their print output at any company printer, whilst at the same time ensuring that no vital and sensitive information is ever left unguarded in a printout tray.

These new multifunctional devices are also equipped to protect against even the most determined data attacks, with IPSec and PDF encryption as standard. And the optional Data Security Kit completely deletes any data stored on the hard disk during any print, copy or scanning process. Additionally, with the optional Document Guard Kit, you can stop any documents embedded with the print guard pattern from being copied, scanned or faxed from any TASKalfa device with the kit fitted.

NEED THE POSSIBILITY TO TAILOR THE DEVICE TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS?

KYOCERA has developed an open software development platform which allows you to completely tailor your KYOCERA device to exactly suit the way your business works. Combining Java and Web Services technology, HyPAS™ can transform your multi-functional into a business tool that goes beyond the traditional functions of a normal device. For example, if you have an existing document management platform, HyPAS™ allows you to integrate it completely into your KYOCERA equipped business workflow, without any changes, allowing you to continue using the productive parts of a previous workflow, but more efficiently. So if you need one-click functionality for key processes to increase your efficiency and boost your productivity, these new multifunctional devices with HyPAS™ have been designed and engineered with you in mind.
High-speed productivity supported by two efficient document processors and fast output in high quality deserves equally high-quality, yet flexible finishing. With the new TASKalfa multifunctional devices, you have a complete choice of several finishing options. Two different finishers, including a modular finisher with an optional booklet and tri-folding unit as well as a 7-bin mailbox for highly efficient sorting of your printed output. With the additional paper cassettes your paper supply can run up to 7,150 sheets. So if your business needs the highest levels of quality document output and to be fast, reliable and highly productive, you need to look at what the new TASKalfa multifunctionals can do for you.

Want high-quality document output from a reliable and productive device?

If you need high-quality, flexible and professional document management, you really need to consider KYOCERA. As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of office document solutions, KYOCERA is committed to consistently high-quality products and services. You can not only expect the most reliable hardware and software, you can also expect exceptional service, comprehensive consulting and tailor-made financing. Whatever your needs, you can count on us.

Want to know more? Simply get in touch with your local KYOCERA Business Partner.